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The Arizona / Sonora border region can be thought of as a microcosm where multiple global issues - including economic globalization, transnational migration, and the militarization of nation-state borders - come together and concentrate, shaping conditions of everyday life for communities on both sides of the line. At the same time, this region is characterized by living legacies of grassroots organizing, mutual aid and resistance to cultural and economic apartheid and the state-sanctioned violation of human rights. This talk will reflect on how these grassroots efforts offer lessons for the rest of the United States and the world that may be helpful as we navigate an increasingly turbulent period of history.

Friday, December 9, 3:30 pm AZ Time
University of Arizona, ENR2 Building, Room S107 – Reception to follow

More information and details: https://bit.ly/MyAZ_Border
Event Zoom Registration: https://bit.ly/MyAZ_Boyce